IDEAL FOR CONSTRUCTION, AG, INDUSTRIAL, SPECIALTY

Mini-MFD is a self-contained, multi-function, J1939 display based on Maxima’s best-in-class Direct Data-Bus Instruments (DDBI) line. Designed for severe-duty environments, it’s totally sealed. It comes with 50-stored parameters for easy program- ming and processes digital and analog inputs such as fuel level. And, it fits a 3-3/8” tach opening for easy installation.

BOTTOM-LINE: MORE FEATURES & BENEFITS
✓ Fits tach opening, pin-for-pin compatible with DDBI™ & other displays
✓ Larger easy-to-read LCD, with amber LED backlighting
✓ 4-tactile switches, easily engaged, sealed, LED backlit; with intuitive menu control
✓ LED status indicators—amber alert, red warning
✓ 4-digital or analog inputs; supports non-bus functions such as fuel level
✓ Easy-to-install, with integral sealed connectors
✓ Weather-resistant, engineering resin enclosure with built-in sunshield
✓ Wide operating temperature & voltage ranges

COMPLEMENTS/ REPLACES MAXIMA’S DDBI™ (DIRECT DATA-BUS INSTRUMENTS), FOR A “MIX & MATCH” SOLUTION

ALSO AVAILABLE: DELUXE MFD (DERIVED FROM WORLD-CLASS OEM PRODUCT)

Compact, cost-effective CAN solution; 50-stored parameters